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Abstract: Previous studies have demonstrated that false commands can cause severe damage to large-scale cyber-physical systems (CPSs). We focus on a kind of threat called false sequential command attack, with which attackers can generate false sequential commands, resulting in the illegal control of the physical process. We present a feasible attack model. Attackers delay the disaggregation of former commands by manipulating maliciously sub-controllers. Simultaneously, bad feedback data is injected to defeat the controller to issue latter commands. Thus, false command sequence is executed and the disruption of physical process can be obtained. It is also difficult for the detector to identify such attacks as injecting bad data. We also discuss other possible attack paths and analyze the corresponding disadvantages. Compared with other paths, the proposed model is more feasible and has more difficulties to be detected. A case study is given to validate the feasibility and effectiveness of proposed false sequential command attack model. Finally, we discuss the possible countermeasure.
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1. Introduction

A cyber-physical system (CPS) is the tight combination of physical system and information system, including a controller, actuators, sensors, critical state estimation, detector, and communication system [1,2]. A simplified CPS model is described in Figure 1. The controller issues command to control actuators according to the estimated state. Actuators operate in the physical world and the physical process is sensed by sensors. Sensors transmit the sensory data to the critical state estimation, and then the critical state estimation evaluates the current state of the physical system. The detector collects commands from the controller and the sensory data to judge whether the system state or command is legal. Once an illegal state or command occurs, an alarm is given.

However, with the wide open of communication infrastructure which is used to improve efficiency, reliability, and sustainability of supply [3] such as smart grid, the new vulnerability has been exposed [2]. The attackers can utilize the vulnerability to destroy CPS, and the power outages in Ukrainian is one of the examples [4]. There mainly exist three attack entry points as shown in Figure 1: attacking sensors such as false data injection [5–8], attacking controllers such as false command injection [9], and attacking communication system such as jamming the communication channel (DOS attack) [10–12] and time-delay attack [13,14].
In this paper, we mainly focus on one threat called false sequential command attack. False sequential commands refer to a set of commands whose legal order is disordered leading to the false control. For example, in Figure 2, under the normal situation, the command that turns on the pump needs to be executed after turning on the valve. This kind of attack tries to delay the time of turning on the valve until the command turning on the pump is executed, which may cause the disruption of physical components and even have a blast.

Previous work [15] has introduced the false sequential command attack, which demonstrates the situation that the order of command sequence can be modified and a false command sequence can lead to the disruption of the physical process. However, the effective attack path is not described. This kind of attack may be difficult to get effective impact because controllers with critical state estimation are often intelligent to issue the legal command sequence, which means the order of two successive
commands may be difficult to be altered. For example, in Figure 2, after turning on valve command occurs, the information that the valve has been opened is sent to the controller. If the controller does not receive the information, command opening pump is not issued. Besides that, the detector can also easily find the exception. For example, detection based on event correlation [16] can easily identify the false sequence by analyzing the commands issued from the controller. Considering the mentioned two situations, a new attack model is described. It utilizes two attacks to simultaneously disrupt systems, which are manipulating maliciously aggregators of commands in the communication system to delay the disaggregation of some commands leading to the false sequential commands, and injecting false feedback sensory data by attacking the communication component leading to the false estimation. To illustrate the effectiveness of proposed attack model, we also discuss other possible attack paths and analyze whether the existing detection methods can identify attacks.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

- We develop a simple and effective system model with intelligent control, which can describe the response from physical system handling command sequences issued by the controller.
- We describe a feasible false sequential command attack model, which is undetected and tempts the intelligent controller to issue successive commands leading to the false control.
- Combining with the system model, we discuss other possible attack paths that can generate false sequential commands and analyze whether these attack paths can be undetected by methods based on event correlation and based on false data evaluation [17]. The work demonstrates that the proposed model is more feasible.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related work. We introduce preliminaries about communication system and detection methods in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the system model and attack model. In Section 5, we analyze the feasibility of other possible attack paths. The case study is shown in Section 6. In Sections 7 and 8, we discuss the countermeasure and introduce the conclusion, respectively.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review state of the art on the cyber-physical attack and mainly introduce attacks related to false command control.

Currently, many security issues of CPSs have been discussed in previous research. In [5], false data injection was introduced. Attackers injected false data to disrupt the estimation of the system state. Especially, when some faults have occurred, false data injection leads to the concealment of false state and proper control can not be achieved in time. In [6], attackers described how to disrupt the smart grid by only injecting bad data. In [7,8], attackers used history data to replace the current data and mask the current state with going undetected. In [18], attackers collected information from the physical domain and revealed the information about the cyber domain. An example about 3D printers was described in detail. These prior works concentrated on how to input false data or steal data. However, the discussion about false command control has not been done.

In [9], the DOS attack in the power grid was proposed. The intruder can select any normal node as a puppet node and send false packets to infect other normal nodes. After that, the network communication bandwidth and node energy are consumed and DOS is caused. By using this attack, some commands may lose, which can lead to the false control. In [13,14], the time-delay attack was introduced, which illustrates that when the communication system is attacked and commands from controllers are delayed, some commands can not be executed in time and the disruption may occur. Besides that, false data injection in [19] can also cause false control from controllers. When false data is injected into the system, the false estimation may lead to false commands. Although the above research focused on how to cause false control from false commands, the false sequential command attack was not considered in detail. In [15], the false sequential command attack was first proposed and the authors built the attack model and showed the impact of attack by studying a case. However,
the model did not consider that the controller is intelligent and makes decisions based on the estimated state. Moreover, how to implement the attack and to escape from the detection was not considered.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we first introduce how communication system transfers control commands and sensory data, and then introduce the preliminaries about attack methods and detection methods.

3.1. Data Transmission in the Communication System

Because of large scale and complex transaction, a typical hierarchical communication system is used in many large-scale CPSs [20–22], including many sub-controllers. Figure 3 shows the structure of communication system [23].

![Figure 3. The structure of communication system.](image)

The commands from the controller are disaggregated by the sub-controllers in every layer and are transferred to the next-tier sub-controllers. Min, B. et al. [20] describes an example about the power grid: assuming that the demand response (DR) load reduction of 70 MW is requested across the entire grid. Because DR capacities available on the subsystems are not equal due to their original capacity and the current state, this global command has to be disaggregated into a set of lower-level commands. This disaggregation process continues until local commands for endpoint field devices are generated and exercised.

During the regulation of control commands, sensory data is continuously fed back to the controller. The transmission path is contrary from the transmission path of commands. Sensory data is first transferred to actuators and then is sent to sub-controllers. At last, the sensory data is fed back to the controller. We neglect the time delay during the transmission process due to the transient time.

3.2. Attack Methods and Detection Methods

3.2.1. Attack Methods

We mainly pay attention to three attack entry points in Figure 1, including attacking controllers, attacking sub-controllers in communication system, and attacking sensors.
Attack 1: Manipulating the controller. Attackers have access to the controller and remotely manipulate the commands issued by the controller. For this attack, commands based on critical state estimation are ineffective and effective commands are generated based on the will of attackers.

Attack 2: Delaying the disaggregation of commands by attacking the sub-controllers. Attackers have access to some sub-controllers and manipulate the disaggregation of commands. When some commands are transferred to the sub-controllers, sub-controllers withhold these commands and disaggregate these commands base on attackers’ input.

Attack 3: Injecting false data by attacking the sub-controllers. Attackers have access to some sub-controllers and can have authority to modify transferred feedback data. Sensory data from the sensors is replaced by the injected bad data from attackers.

Attack 4: Modifying the sensory data by capturing the sensors. Attackers can capture some sensors and inject false data into the sensors.

3.2.2. Detection Methods

We mainly focus on two countermeasures from the detector, including bad data evaluation based detection and event correlation based detection.

Countermeasure 1: Bad data evaluation based detection. The bad data evaluation is used to detect whether the sensory data is the normal response to the commands such as detecting bad data injection. The control commands and feedback sensory data are two input parameters. Every succeeding period of time, the system evaluates whether the current state is proper for the previous command. In this paper, we use the dissipativity-based fault detector [17] to represent the bad data evaluation. Once sensory data is modified and can not correspond to issued commands from the controllers, the detector will show an alarm. Although the method is effective to detect false data injection attack, when attackers inject the same data as the normal situation to conceal some faults and simultaneously launch other attacks such as false command injection attacks, the detection can not provide an alarm and a disaster may occur.

Countermeasure 2: Event correlation based detection [24,25]. Event correlation is used to identify the false command control. An event correlation refers to the correlation among multiple commands. For simplicity, we only use two commands \( c_i, c_j \) as an example to illustrate this method. When command \( c_j \) always occurs after command \( c_i \) is issued in the normal situation, sequence \( \langle c_i, c_j \rangle \) is seen as a correlation. When \( \langle c_j, c_i \rangle \) occurs, an alarm is shown.

4. System Model and Attack Model

In this section, we first describe the system model with intelligent control. Second, we propose a new false sequential command attack model based on delaying the disaggregation of commands and injecting false data.

4.1. System Model

We think that the controller is intelligent, which issues commands based on the critical state estimation. The system is modeled by a 7-tuple [15,26]:

\[
P = \{C, AC, T, subT, S, R, S_{limit}\}
\]

where

- \( C = \{c_1, \ldots, c_m\} \) is a finite set of aggregated commands from the controller. \( c_i \) is the \( i_{th} \) kind of aggregated command. \( m \) denotes the number of commands.
- \( AC = \{aC_1, \ldots, aC_m\} \) is a finite set of commands that are executed by actuators. \( aC_i = \{ac_i(1), \ldots, ac_i(j), \ldots, ac_i(p)\}^T \) is disaggregated commands from the aggregated command \( c_i \). \( ac_i(j) \) is the command that is executed by the \( j_{th} \) actuator. \( p \) denotes the number of actuators.
• $T = \{t_1, \ldots, t_l\}$ is a finite set of time series. A time series is the measured values of one sensor with the change of time. $t_l = \{t_l(1), \ldots, t_l(k)\}^T$ means the time series from the $i_{th}$ sensor. $t_l(i)$ denotes the measurement of the $i_{th}$ sensor at time instant $l$.

• $\text{sub}T = \{\text{sub}_1, \ldots, \text{sub}_{nd}\}$ is a finite set of time series, which is used to evaluate the critical state of the physical system. $\text{sub}T$ is a subset of $T$. $nd$ is the number of the time series.

• $S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_q\}$ is a finite set of states, where $s_i = \{a_1, \ldots, a_{nd}\}^T$ means one kind of system state, and is evaluated based on $\text{sub}T$. The relationship can be described as

$$\text{sub}T(k) = C_{\text{matrix}} \times S(k) \tag{2}$$

where $C_{\text{matrix}} \in R^{nd \times nd}$ is the constant matrix and $S(k) \in S$ denotes the system state at time instant $k$. $\text{sub}T(k) = \{\text{sub}_1(k), \ldots, \text{sub}_{nd}(k)\}^T$ where $\text{sub}_i(k)$ denotes the value of time series $\text{sub}_i$ at time instant $k$. Equation (2) describes the critical state evaluation.

• $R = \{r_{ij}, \ldots, r_{nr}\}$ is a finite set of relationship between the current state and commands from the controller, where, $nr$ denotes the number of the relationships. $r_{ij} = <s_i, c_j>$ denotes that when the state is $s_i$, the command from the controller is $c_j$. The state $S(k+1)$ at time instant $k+1$ is decided by $S(k)$ and $C(k)$, which can be described as

$$S(k+1) = A \times S(k) + B \times C(k) \tag{3}$$

where $A \in R^{nd \times nd}$ and $B \in R^{nd \times 1}$ are constant matrices and $C(k)$ denotes the command from controller at time $k$.

Equations (2) and (3) can describe the bad data evaluation. $A$, $B$ and $C$ are the coefficients in the control algorithm, which are determined by the specific system and can affect the result of detecting the system state. When one of two equations is violated, an alarm is shown [17].

• $S_{\text{limit}}$ is a set of states, which is a subset of $S$. When the current state $S(l)$ is an element in set $S_{\text{limit}}$, a system fault occurs. In many systems, $S_{\text{limit}}$ can be decided by the domain experts.

The model above is based on the assumption that information system and physical system have not yet been attacked, and all observed states and commands can be regarded as a representation of the normal system behavior.

4.2. Attack Model

The proposed method selects the place $Y$ in Figure 1, the communication system, as the attack entry point.

We first assume that there exist some defects in the communication system and attackers can intrude into a part of components such as sub-controllers, which means attackers can remotely manipulate some components.

Attackers first control a part of sub-controllers in the communication system. Former command is not disaggregated until the latter command has been disaggregated from the corresponding sub-controller. During the process, if the former command is not disaggregated from the sub-controller, the system state may not be changed and the latter command is not issued from the controller. Thus, false data injection attack needs to be launched, which can deceive the controller to issue latter commands. Figure 4 describes the attack model. We only use two-tier controllers to describe the model. The detailed process is described as follows:

• Information collection

Before an attack is launched, related information needs to be collected to create better impact of attack. Especially, state sensing and sequence analysis are very important.

State sensing means that attackers need to sense the current state of the physical system. The current state can be evaluated based on the values of sensors. It is possible that high-skill
attackers can know the theory of critical state estimation, which means when attackers can collect sensory data, the state can be obtained.

Sequence analysis means that attackers need to analyze which sequence \(< c_i, c_j >\) that satisfies (4) can achieve the state \(s_n\) defined in (5). When attackers find the kind of sequence, it means command sequence \(< c_j, c_i >\) can disrupt the physical system.

\[
\begin{align*}
< s_i, c_i > & \in R, \\
< s_j, c_j > & \in R, \\
s_j & = A \times s_i + B \times c_i, \\
s_m & = A \times s_i + B \times c_j, \\
s_n & = A \times s_m + B \times c_i.
\end{align*}
\]

(4)

\[s_n \in S_{limit}\]

(5)

- **Time-delay attack**

After attackers have selected a proper command sequence \(< c_i, c_j >\), they try to control the sub-controller that will disaggregate the command \(c_j\). When command \(c_i\) reaches the sub-controller, attackers manipulate the sub-controller to withhold the command for a while. The sub-controller that will disaggregate \(c_j\) is monitored. When attackers have known that command \(c_j\) is disaggregated, \(c_i\) can be disaggregated.

- **False data injection**

In this step, the attackers need to try to manipulate feedback values of sensory data. After a command \(c_k\) is executed, there exist many sensors whose measurements are changed. However, the system state is estimated based on \(subT\) instead of \(T\). Therefore, attackers only need to manipulate sub-controllers that transfer measurements of \(sub_l \in sub(c_k)\), where \(sub(c_k)\) means the set of time series whose values are changed after command \(c_k\) is executed.

![Attack model](image)

Figure 4. Attack model.

Attacker first try to get authority that can modify feedback data from sensors to the sub-controllers. After that, when the disaggregation of \(c_i\) is delayed, attackers need to inject bad data of time series \(sub_l \in sub(c_i)\) into the sub-controller. The bad data \(bad_l(c_i, k)\) of feedback data \(sub_l(k)\) \((K_1 \leq k \leq K_2)\) where \(K1\) means the time that \(c_i\) reaches the sub-controller and \(K2\) denotes the time that \(c_i\) is executed), is equal to \(sub_d(k)\) where \(sub_d\) and \(sub_b\) denote time series from the same sensor and \(sub_d(k)\) can be computed by Equation (6). Previous such as [17] have proved that bad data satisfying Equation (6) is undetected by the bad data evaluation.
\{ sub_1(k), \ldots, sub_{nd}(k) \}^T = C_{\text{matrix}} \times s_i \quad (6)

After the false data is injected, the controller issues the command \( c_j \). After \( c_j \) is executed, \( sub_j \in sub(c_j) \) is modified. The bad data \( bad_j(c_j,k) \) of feedback data \( sub_j(k) \) (\( K_3 \leq k \leq K_2 \) where \( K_3 \) means the time that \( c_j \) is executed), is equal to \( sub_c(k) \) where \( sub_c \) and \( sub_j \) denote the time series from the same sensor. \( sub_c(k) \) can be computed by Equation (6).

The state transition of attack process can be described in (7).

\[
\begin{align*}
C(k) &= c_{ir}, \\
S(k) &= s_{sm}, \\
C(k+1) &= c_{jr}, \\
S(k+1) &= s_{sr}.
\end{align*}
\quad (7)
\]

From the controller’s point of view, command sequence \(< c_i, c_j >\) is legal and event correlation based detection can not find an exception. Because of the injected bad data, the controller considers that the state is \( s_j \) at time \( k \) and the state is changed to \( s_j \) at time \( k+1 \). Bad data evaluation can not also find any exception. In fact, at time \( k \), the real state is \( s_{sm} \). After \( c_j \) has been disaggregated and \( aC_j \) is executed by actuators, the state is changed to \( s_{sr} \) and a fault occurs.

Figure 5a describes the normal situation. The proposed attack method tries to get a new situation that is shown in Figure 5b. The state refers to evaluated state based on critical state estimation. From the controller’s point of view, the evaluated states and commands under the attacked situation are the same as the normal situation. Therefore, detection methods based on event correlation and bad data evaluation can not find the exception. At last, the sequence of commands is disordered before actuators execute disaggregated commands.

Figure 5. An example of the normal situation (a) vs. attack situation (b).

5. Analysis of other Paths

Combining the system model with the existing detection methods including event correlation and bad data evaluation, we discuss the feasibility of other attack paths to launch false sequential command attacks. Our discussion illustrate that the proposed model is more feasible.

As described in Figure 1, there exist three entry points including place \( X \), place \( Y \), and place \( Z \) that can disrupt the system. We mainly focus on attack methods including manipulating the controller, delaying the disaggregation of commands, injecting false data by attacking sub-controllers, and modifying the sensory data by capturing the sensors. We first analyze situations that a single entry
point is attacked, and then discuss the situations of multiple entry points. Normal sequence \(<c_i, c_j>\) satisfies (4) and (5).

5.1. Attack Based on a Single Entry Point

- Place \(Z\) in Figure 1 as the attack entry point

When attackers can maliciously manipulate the controller and hope to issue false sequential commands \(<c_j, c_i>\), the physical process can be described in (8).

\[
\begin{align*}
S(k) &= s_i, \\
C(k) &= c_j, \\
S(k + 1) &= s_m = A \times s_i + B \times c_j, \\
C(k + 1) &= c_i.
\end{align*}
\]  

(8)

If attackers execute these operations, bad data evaluation can find the exception because \(<s_i, c_j>\) is not an element from set \(R\). Moreover, event correlation also can find that \(<c_j, c_i>\) is an exceptional sequence.

Therefore, only attacking the entry point \(Z\) can not realize the false sequential command attack.

- Place \(X\) in Figure 1 as the attack entry point

Attackers need to capture sensors and inject false data to construct the false state leading to false sequential commands \(<c_j, c_i>\). Attackers first should tell the controller that the current state is \(s_j\), and then falsify the next state \(s_i\), which seems to be feasible. The mentioned process can be described in (9).

\[
\begin{align*}
S(k) &= s_j, \\
C(k) &= c_j, \\
S(k + 1) &= s_i, \\
C(k + 1) &= c_i.
\end{align*}
\]  

(9)

However, bad data evaluation can find that the executed command \(c_j\) leads to the state \(s_i\), but \(s_i = A \times s_j + B \times c_j\) is wrong. An alarm is shown, which illustrates that only capturing the sensors to modify sensory data can not obtain effective impact of the false sequential command attack.

- Place \(Y\) in Figure 1 as the attack entry point

Besides the proposed attack model in Section 4, attackers can only launch time-delay attacks (delaying the disaggregation of commands by attacking the sub-controllers) or inject bad data by attacking the sub-controller to disorder the command sequence.

When attackers only delay the disaggregation of command \(c_i\), the state \(s_i\) is not changed. (10) can describe the process. The controller can not issue command \(c_j\). The false command sequence can not be achieved.

\[
\begin{align*}
S(k) &= s_i, \\
C(k) &= c_i, \\
S(k + 1) &= s_i, \\
C(k + 1) &= c_i.
\end{align*}
\]  

(10)

When bad data is injected into the communication system, attackers can get the same result as attacking sensors in place \(X\).

The above two situations can not get the effective impact of false sequential command attacks.
5.2. Attack Based on Multiple Entry Points

- Places Y and Z as attack entry points or places X and Z as attack entry points

  For this kind of path, attackers modify command sequences by intruding into the controller and falsify bad data about sensors by capturing the sensors or attacking the sub-controllers.

  When attackers manipulate the controller to issue false sequence \( \langle c_j, c_i \rangle \), feedback data at time \( k + 1 \) is modified and the evaluated state is \( s_i \) at time \( k + 1 \). The real state transition is described in (11).

\[
\begin{align*}
S(k) &= s_i, \\
C(k) &= c_j, \\
S(k + 1) &= s_j, \\
C(k + 1) &= c_i.
\end{align*}
\]

(11)

For the attack, event correlation can easily find an exception because \( \langle c_j, c_i \rangle \) is illegal.

When bad data is first injected, manipulating the controller becomes useless. The situation is same as attacking the single place X.

- Places Y and X as attack entry points

  Attackers manipulate the command sequence by intruding into the communication system and falsify data by capturing sensors. The above process is similar to the proposed method, and can get the same state transition. Different from the proposed method, the attackers need to capture sensors. This method may need to control fewer sub-controllers in the communication system. Attackers need to select the proper path based on the real ability.

  Based on the above analysis, we can know only when attackers simultaneously disorder the command sequence and contaminate feedback data, can the false command sequence be achieved, while ensuring that the order of commands is not false when they are issued from the controller.

6. Case Study

In this section, we study a case about tank system to demonstrate the feasibility of attack process and the impact of attack.

6.1. Scenario

Inspired by [15,27], we construct two three-tank systems with the same function, as shown in Figure 6. Every time, the controller issues the same command into sub-controller 1 and sub-controller 2. Next, we describe a three-tank sub-system to illustrate the control process.

The three-tank system provides liquid C that is produced in tank T13. The liquid C can be achieved by the neutralization process of ingredient A and ingredient B. The ratio of ingredient A to ingredient B is 1. The error is allowed within ten percent. There are 6 commands and three sensors as shown in Table 1. Sensor 1 measures the values of ingredient A in tank T11. Sensor 2 measures the changes of ingredient B in tank T12 and Sensor 3 senses the changes of liquid C in tank T13. When the pump or valve is opened, the liquid A and liquid B flow out from the components by 3 mL/s, and the liquid C flows out from the tank T13 by 6 mL/s.

The control process and state description are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The command sequence \( \{P1o, P1f, P2o, P2f, V11o, V11f\} \) is repetitively issued. The controller based on the critical state estimation issues the next command based on the current state.
Figure 6. Structure of tank system. Adapted with permission from [15], Copyright Elsevier, 2016.

Table 1. Description of data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command/Time Series</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1o / P1f</td>
<td>Switch on/off Pump 11 and Pump 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2o / P2f</td>
<td>Switch on/off Pump 12 and Pump 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V11o / V11c</td>
<td>Open/Close Valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Measurements of Sensor 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Measurements of Sensor 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Measurements of Sensor 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Control Process where After TC_i denotes the time that C_i has been issued from the controller.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Constraints</th>
<th>Step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1o</td>
<td>S_0</td>
<td>Step 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1f</td>
<td>S_1 and After T(P1o) ≥ 1 min</td>
<td>Step 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2o</td>
<td>S_2 and After T(P1f) ≥ 1 min</td>
<td>Step 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2f</td>
<td>S_3 and After T(P2o) ≥ 1 min</td>
<td>Step 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V11o</td>
<td>S_4 and After T(P2f) ≥ 1 min</td>
<td>Step 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V11f</td>
<td>S_5 and After T(V11o) ≥ 2 min</td>
<td>Step 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Description of states.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S_0</td>
<td>T3(z) = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_1</td>
<td>T1(z) = T1(z - 1) - 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_2</td>
<td>180 - 18 ≤ T3(z) ≤ 180 + 18 and T1(z) = T1(z - 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_3</td>
<td>T2(z) = T2(z - 1) - 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_4</td>
<td>360 - 36 ≤ T3(z) ≤ 360 + 36 and T2(z) = T2(z - 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_5</td>
<td>T3(z) - T3(z - 1) = 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values of time series T1, T2, and T3 under the normal situation are shown in Figure 7.
6.2. Attack Cases

We assume that attackers have controlled the sub-controller 11 and sub-controller 12. Four attack cases are described as follows:

- Case 1: Attackers delay the disaggregation of $P1o$ until the command $P1f$ has been disaggregated. $P1f$ is disaggregated at $t = 120$ s, and $P1o$ is disaggregated at $t = 121$ s. The attacker injects false data about $T1$ and $T3$ to keep the same as Figure 7.

- Case 2: Attackers only delay the disaggregation of $P1o$ until the command $P1f$ has been disaggregated. The command $P1f$ is injected into the controller and disaggregated at $t = 120$ s, and $P1o$ is disaggregated at $t = 121$ s.

- Case 3: Attackers delay the disaggregation of $V11o$ until the command $V11f$ has been disaggregated. The command $V11f$ is disaggregated at $t = 361$ s and $V11o$ is disaggregated at $t = 370$ s. The attacker injects false data about $T3$ to keep the same as Figure 7.

- Case 4: Attackers only delay the disaggregation $V11o$ until $t = 370$ s. Under the normal situation, $V11f$ is issued at $t = 361$ s.

6.3. Impact of Attack

Figure 8a shows the real values of $T1$, $T2$, and $T3$ under attack case 1. We can observe that when sequence $< P1o, P1f >$ is changed to $< P1f, P1o >$, ingredient A is increased continuously. Until the command $V11o$ is executed at $t = 300$ s, the ratio of ingredient A to ingredient B is not 1. Moreover, because ingredient A is injected from $t = 61$ s to $t = 541$ s, there exists ingredient A in tank $T13$ when the second cycle begins, which means although the command sequence of the second cycle is normal, if attackers still inject false data to conceal the real state, the false liquid in tank $T13$ is still obtained.

Figure 8b shows the real values of $T1$, $T2$, and $T3$ under attack case 2. When the disaggregation of $P1o$ is delayed, the state is still $S0$. Until the command $P1f$ is disaggregated at $t = 120$ s, the state transition has an exception and an alarm occurs. During the process, the liquid of Tank $T13$ is 0 mL. Attacks can be identified and there is no economic loss.
Comparing the above two cases, we can say that the combination of false data injection and time delay attacks is necessary for the kind of attack. Only changing the order of command sequences can not cause the disruption.

Figure 9a describes the real values of $T_1$, $T_2$, and $T_3$ under attack case 3. We can clearly see that when sequence $<V_{11o}, V_{11f}>$ is disordered at the first circle, the liquid C can be achieved after the first circle. Different from the normal situation, the time of getting liquid C is a little later. However, at the second circle, the fault occurs. Although A and B output normally from the tanks, tank $T_{13}$ does not store liquid. Until the third circle, the process is normal. During the attack, attackers inject false data about $T_{13}$ from $t = 240$ s to $t = 840$ s. Comparing the result with case 1, we can find that the different levels of impact are achieved by different false command sequences.

Figure 9b shows the real values of $T_1$, $T_2$, and $T_3$ under attack case 4. We can observe that sequence $<V_{11o}, V_{11f}>$ can not be disordered at the first circle and an alarm is shown because command $V_{11f}$ is issued at $t = 377$ s, which causes a false state transition. Comparing with other cases, we can say that how to deceive the controller to issue the next command must be considered. The above case demonstrates that the proposed method is feasible to launch false sequential command attacks.

7. Discussion of Countermeasure

The detector using event correlation can not identify the exceptions because false sequences are not collected. If defenders can collect the false sequences, event correlation can find these exceptions. Therefore, we propose a two-tier event correlation based detection method. Detector collects commands from two places, including output of controllers and output of sub-controllers. There exists a fixed correlation between command sequence $<c_i, c_j>$ from the controller and disaggregated command sequence.
sequence \(<aC_i, aC_j>\). Detector can use the correlation to find false sequential command attack. For example, as shown in Figure 10, under the normal situation, command \(c_i\) is issued from the controller at time \(t\) and \(aC_i\) is issued from sub-controllers at time \(t + d_i\). After \(aC_i\) is executed, \(c_j\) is issued from the controller at time \(k\) and \(aC_j\) is issued from sub-controllers at time \(k + d_j\). When the false sequence command attack occurs, the detector will obtain that \(aC_i\) is issued after command \(aC_j\) occurs. Sequence \(<c_i, c_j>\) and sequence \(<aC_j, aC_i>\) are not correlated and anomalies are alarmed. In the future, we will study two-tier correlation based detection in depth.

![Figure 10. Countermeasure.](image)

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we mainly focus on the false sequential command attack. Different from the previous research, we consider that the system with detectors can effectively identify attacks. It means that only modifying the order of commands issued from the controller is ineffective. We propose a feasible attack model, which uses time-delay attacks to disorder the command sequence and bad data injection to interfere with the estimation of the system state. The attack can be undetected by the existing detection methods. We also analyze other possible attack paths. The work demonstrates that the proposed model is more feasible. A case study is given to demonstrate that the described attack model is effective and feasible to disrupt the physical system. Finally, we discuss the possible countermeasure. However, there are some limitations in this model. For example, we did not consider the impact of measurement errors. It is the key to solve the limitations in further research.
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